Oceans are home to much of the world's biodiversity, but we know little about the processes driving speciation in marine ecosystems with few geographical barriers to gene flow. Ecological speciation resulting from divergent natural selection between ecological niches can occur in the face of gene flow. Sister species in the young and ecologically diverse rockfish genus Sebastes coexist in the northeast Pacific, implying that speciation may not require geographical isolation. Here, I use a novel phylogenetic comparative analysis to show that rockfish speciation is instead associated with divergence in habitat depth and depth-associated morphology, consistent with models of parapatric speciation. Using the same analysis, I find no support for alternative hypotheses that speciation involves divergence in diet or life history, or that speciation involves geographic isolation by latitude. These findings support the hypothesis that rockfishes undergo ecological speciation on an environmental gradient.
INTRODUCTION
The scarcity of geographical barriers to gene flow in marine ecosystems poses a challenge to the traditional view of speciation, with its emphasis on geographical isolation [1] . Fully allopatric speciation can occur across barriers such as the Isthmus of Panama [2], but these features are not common enough to explain all marine speciation events [1] . A possible explanation is that ecological speciation-reproductive isolation resulting from divergent natural selection between ecological niches-is widespread in marine taxa [3, 4] . Reproductive isolation can arise as a byproduct of ecological divergence, and selection against the production of intermediate phenotypes can favour assortative mating and facilitate speciation. While ecological speciation can occur between strictly allopatric populations, divergent natural selection can also drive speciation in the face of gene flow [5] .
Ecological speciation with gene flow may involve divergence in two main aspects of the niche, which have been distinguished in studies of trait-based community assembly [6, 7] . Species may diverge between macrohabitats or along environmental gradients (the b-niche), or partition local resources such as food and microhabitats (the a-niche). In the 'habitat-first' model, the initial divergence during speciation is between b-niches, with any a-niche divergence coming later [8] . One version of this idea is formalized in models of parapatric speciation along environmental gradients, caused by divergent natural selection and assortative mating [9] . Habitat-first speciation has been inferred from sister-species comparisons in groups including birds [8, 10] and Lake Victoria cichlids [11] . An alternative to habitat-first speciation occurs when disruptive selection favours divergence in the a-niche within a habitat. Theoretical models show that sympatric speciation can be driven by disruptive selection on resource-use traits combined with assortative mating based on ecological or marker traits [12, 13] . While compelling evidence for 'within-habitat' speciation is rare, it comes from a-niche divergence between young sympatric sister species [14] .
Sister-species comparisons provide valuable information about modes of niche divergence during recent speciation, but neglect information about earlier speciation events. Molecular phylogenies contain a partial record of such events, allowing the predictions of habitat-first and within-habitat speciation to be tested at the scale of entire clades undergoing adaptive radiation. If certain characters diverge during speciation, the amount of evolutionary change in those traits should be proportional to the number of speciation events, not to the amount of time elapsed [15] . In a clade in which habitat-first speciation predominates, we can predict that traits associated with the b-niche will show this pattern of 'speciational' change. Conversely, if within-habitat speciation is common, traits related to the a-niche (e.g. trophic morphology) should exhibit speciational evolution.
(a) Study system The marine rockfish genus Sebastes originated in the northwest Pacific in the mid-Miocene (ca 8 Ma; [16] ) and subsequently diversified to produce over 100 extant species. The centre of rockfish diversity in the northeast Pacific contains at least 66 species, up to 56 of which occur in broad sympatry (i.e. within 18 latitude) off southern California [17] . This considerable diversity in the absence of geographical barriers has sparked interest in the factors promoting speciation in Sebastes [16,18 -20] . A recent comprehensive molecular phylogenetic appraisal of the genus [16] indicates that most speciation occurs within oceanic regions. While a few long-distance dispersal events have allowed colonization of new regions, there is little evidence for allopatric speciation between ocean basins or sides of the Pacific Ocean ( [16] ; electronic supplementary material, figure  S1 ). While rockfishes have a pelagic larval phase and are capable of long-distance dispersal, local recruitment of larvae and site fidelity of adults can permit genetic structure within species (e.g. [21] ). Thus, isolation by physical distance might result in allopatric divergence between northern and southern populations [19] . Contrary to the predictions of this hypothesis of allopatric speciation by latitude [22] , most close relatives show near-complete latitudinal range overlap (figure 1).
Ecological divergence over smaller scales may be more important for rockfish speciation than sheer physical distance. Species occupy characteristic depth habitats ranging from the intertidal to more than 600 m [17] , and the relatively low overlap of sister species' depth distributions (figure 1) is suggestive of parapatric speciation on a depth gradient [18] . Rockfish species also show extensive a-niche diversity, some feeding primarily on zooplankton and others consuming mostly benthic invertebrates or fish [17] . Coexisting species tend to have limited diet overlap [23] and overdispersed foraging traits [24] , suggesting a role for food competition in structuring rockfish assemblages. Within-habitat speciation is possible if these differences evolve in sympatry at the time of speciation. It has been suggested that Sebastes' elaborate courtship rituals and internal fertilization make assortative mating likely [16, 25] , potentially facilitating either habitat-first or within-habitat speciation in the presence of gene flow [9, 12] .
I tested these alternative hypotheses by fitting evolutionary models with and without speciational change to rockfish trait data, using a species-level phylogeny of the 66 Sebastes species in the northeast Pacific (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ).
MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Rockfish ecological and morphological data I compiled published estimates of rockfish species' maximum and minimum latitudinal ranges and common adult depth ranges [17] . These were used in calculations of latitudinal and depth overlap (figure 1), while midpoint latitude and square-root-transformed midpoint depth were used as characters in phylogenetic analyses. As a diet (a-niche) axis, I estimated species' mean adult trophic positions (TP) from stable nitrogen isotope ratios (d 15 N) for 1 -15 individuals from 44 species, sampled in the Santa Barbara Channel and in British Columbia [24] . I calculated TP as [26] . I measured morphology of 543 individual rockfish representing all 66 species in the phylogeny (n ¼ 1 -46 per species, median 7). I measured total length (TL) and four ecomorphological traits: gill raker number and length, eye width and body depth. I used raw gill raker number data, while other traits were natural-log-transformed. I then adjusted individual values of gill raker length, eye width and body depth to remove the effects of TL. I used the 'contrast' program in PHYLIP [27, 28] to obtain the phylogenetically corrected reduced major axis regression slopes while accounting for bias owing to both phylogenetic relatedness and intraspecific variation. I then fitted the least squares intercept assuming this slope, and calculated species trait values as mean residuals from this regression line. I used log-transformed published maximum TL as a measure of each species's overall body size [17] .
I tested for relationships between morphological traits and ecological variables to identify traits that may adapt species to either different prey types or different depth habitats. I calculated the maximum-likelihood (ML) degree of phylogenetic signal in each morphological trait and niche axis (l sig [29, 30] ). I pruned the tree of all but the 44 species with TP estimates, then for each character I transformed the tree based on the estimated l sig and calculated phylogenetically independent contrasts [27] . I carried out a multiple regression of the contrasts in each morphological trait (including TL) against contrasts in depth habitat and TP (table 1). I calculated partial r 2 values to quantify the association of each trait with depth and with TP, then calculated the relative association with depth as partial r ) depth range compared with time since divergence (node age) for pairs of Sebastes species (sister species denoted by filled symbols). Range overlap is calculated as the range shared by the two species divided by the smaller of the two ranges. In striking contrast to the predictions of allopatric speciation by divergence in latitude [22] , recent sister species showed extensive overlap in latitudinal range, which was negatively related to node age (Mantel test, p , 0.001). In contrast, many recently diverged species showed less overlap in depth distribution, with no overall relationship between depth range overlap and node age (p ¼ 0.23).
trait's evolutionary dynamics should be influenced by a species's a-versus b-niche evolution. I predicted that traits would show a speciational pattern if the niche axis they are more strongly associated with is involved in speciation.
(b) Inferring speciational versus gradual evolution I used a new parameter c to quantify the contribution of speciation to a trait's total evolutionary rate. c has two advantages over a similar parameter k [31] , which raises branch lengths to an exponent to scale between speciational (k ¼ 0; all branch lengths equal) and gradual evolution (k ¼ 1; branches proportional to time). First, c is derived from biologically interpretable parameters: rates of evolutionary change over time and at speciation. Second, a limitation of k is that it neglects any nodes in the phylogeny that are hidden owing to extinction. While we cannot know precisely where the hidden nodes are located in the tree, it is possible to use estimated speciation (l) and extinction (m) rates to infer where hidden nodes are most likely to occur [15] . I estimated l and m from the distribution of branching times in the phylogeny [15, 32, 33] . ML estimates were l ¼ 0.351 (95% CI 0.271-0.447) and m ¼ 0 (0-0.103). If we assume l and m remain constant across the tree, we can estimate the number of hidden speciation events on a branch beginning at time t 1 and ending at time t 2 as S h ¼ la 0 (t 2 2 t 1 ). a 0 is the probability that a lineage originating at time t left no extant descendants, averaged across the branch [15] . The estimate of no extinction (and thus no hidden speciation events) may be unreliable [34] , but results were qualitatively unchanged when I assumed extinction rates up to 75 per cent of the speciation rate (electronic supplementary material, figure S5 ). I used the (typically non-integer) expected S h for estimation, though one could also sample integer S h as part of a Bayesian estimation procedure [15] .
I model evolution occurring both gradually (as a Brownian motion process) with rate parameter s 2 a , and as step change at speciation, with change in the trait values of both daughter species drawn from a Gaussian distribution with variance s 2 c . The rate of speciational evolution is thus ls 2 c , and the total rate of evolution is
ð2:1Þ
The variance of change over a branch is
where S o is the number of known speciation events affecting that branch and S h is the expected number of hidden speciation events. S o is generally 1 for each branch, although if species present in the phylogeny are missing trait data (e.g. TP in this study), they can be pruned from the tree and deleted nodes accounted for by adding to the S o of the affected branches. A simple reparameterization of the above model (equation (2.1)) results in the new parameter c ¼ ls 2 c =s 2 t , the fraction of interspecific evolutionary divergence that is due to speciational change. c ranges between 0 and 1, and can be compared among traits measured on different scales.
To calculate the likelihoods of values of c and s 2 t , I first calculated the phylogenetic variance-covariance matrix V for the phylogeny after transforming branch lengths following equation (2.2). The diagonal of V represents the root-to-tip path length of each extant species, while off-diagonal elements represent the path length from the root to the most recent common ancestor of two species. Intraspecific variability or measurement error can be accounted for by adding the squared standard error of species' mean trait values to the diagonal of V [30] . The ancestral state at the root of the tree is estimated asâ
where X is the vector of species means and 1 is a column vector of ones [35] . The likelihood function is the multivariate normal distribution of X, with expectation E(X) (a vector in which each value isâ) and variance-covariance matrix V. This function is used to calculate the likelihood of c and s 2 t given X, l, m,â and the tree [30, 35] . I identified the ML estimates of c and s 2 t for each trait using the 'subplex' optimization function in R [36] , and estimated approximate confidence intervals on c using profile likelihood (for detailed likelihood surfaces see electronic supplementary material, figure S4 ). Analyses of simulated data indicate that this likelihood estimation procedure can recover known values of c with reasonable accuracy (electronic supplementary material, figure S7 ). I compared evolutionary models using AIC c (Akaike's information criterion, corrected for sample size) and Akaike weights, which balance goodness of fit with model complexity [37] . The model in which c takes its ML value has three parameters (â; s Marine speciation on a depth gradient T. Ingram 615
RESULTS
Rockfish species occurring in deeper habitats tended to have larger eyes-consistent with adaptation to low light availability [38] -and smaller body depths. By contrast, species with higher TP tended to be larger, with fewer, shorter gill rakers, consistent with the consumption of larger prey (table 1; electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). Thus, although some traits showed some association with both niche axes, eye width and body depth are more related to the b-niche, while total length, gill raker number and gill raker length are more related to the a-niche. There was no tendency for a-or b-niche-associated traits to show greater phylogenetic signal (table 2) . Phylogenetic analysis showed variation among characters in the relative importance of speciational and gradual evolution (figure 2). There was a strong signal of speciational evolution in depth habitat and depth-associated traits, with approximately half of the total evolutionary rate for depth habitat and body depth estimated to occur at speciation. The model with speciational change was strongly preferred by AIC for depth habitat and body depth, and moderately preferred for eye width. Contrary to the predictions of within-habitat speciation, TP and trophic morphology showed no signal of speciational evolution (although confidence intervals were very wide for total length and TP). Latitudinal distribution also showed only a weak signal of speciational change, which was not supported over the simpler model of purely gradual evolution. These results are robust to uncertainty about the phylogeny and the extinction rate (electronic supplementary material, figures S5 and S6).
DISCUSSION
The key result of this study is a strong signal of speciational evolution in the depth habitats of rockfish species and in traits that appear to adapt species to different depths. This finding supports the hypothesis that rockfishes speciate along a depth gradient [18] , and argues against several alternative models of speciation. Allopatric speciation between northern and southern populations has been inferred for a possible incipient species pair within S. mystinus [19] , but the weak signal of speciational change in latitudinal distribution suggest that fully allopatric speciation is rare in northeast Pacific Sebastes. It has also been proposed that rockfish speciation involves divergence in life history, particularly in maximum lifespan, which varies from 10 to 200 years among species [20] . The lack of a speciational signal in total length (a strong correlate of lifespan) suggests that this is not a general feature of rockfish speciation. Finally, an alternative explanation for a signal of speciational change in traits is that features of the speciation process (e.g. population bottlenecks) lead to abrupt change in many characters [15] . The fact that traits unrelated to depth do not show a signal of speciational change is inconsistent with such a punctuated equilibrium model and indicates a special role for depth habitat in the speciation process.
These findings also draw intriguing connections between the processes of trait evolution, speciation and community assembly. The concepts of the a-and b-niche originated in studies of community assembly, and were developed to describe how species sort themselves within and between habitats, respectively [6, 7] . When the assemblages of interest are also members of a clade undergoing adaptive radiation, we can extend this framework to consider how species diversity accumulates via speciation, with the distinct modes of speciation corresponding to the a-and b-niche as described in this manuscript. In the case of Sebastes, the b-niche appears to be involved in speciation, while the a-niche does not.
Some researchers have demonstrated a burst of a-niche evolution early in the diversification of a clade, followed by a-niche conservatism [7, 10, 39] . By contrast, I found no indication that the a-niche exhibits greater conservatism (i.e. phylogenetic signal) than the b-niche: TP had relatively low phylogenetic signal, while morphological traits more associated with depth versus TP did not differ consistently in phylogenetic signal. This pattern implies that both a-and b-niche evolution have occurred throughout the radiation, but that only b-niche evolution has been concentrated at speciation. Although divergence in TP may not be involved in speciation, a-niche diversification may nonetheless contribute to the species diversity of Sebastes. If species initially isolated by depth habitat later evolve a-niche differences (owing to any combination of adaptation to new resources, competition and genetic drift), they may compete less upon secondary contact and may subsequently be able to coexist [24] .
The speciational signal in b-niche evolution reported here suggests that habitat divergence can be an important component of speciation in marine taxa that have little opportunity for strict geographic isolation [1] . Divergence in depth may result from multiple, not mutually exclusive processes. Rockfishes recruit from the plankton to shallow [18] . Individuals may also recruit to new depth habitats created by sea level fluctuations [16] . This spatial separation may result in individuals reproducing, and populations establishing, in separate habitats. Alternatively, intraspecific variation in traits that affect fitness in different depth habitats may result in divergent selection between shallower and deeper parts of a species's depth range. Sister taxa do not have asymmetric depth range sizes (or latitudinal ranges; electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ), so parapatric divergence may be more likely than speciation of small, isolated populations [22] . Either selection or behavioural matching of phenotype to habitat may result in a correlation between depth and morphology within species. Migration of suboptimal phenotypes or competition between phenotypes may favour assortative mating, reducing gene flow and ultimately allowing speciation along the depth gradient [9] . However speciation by depth habitat occurs, it will result in sister species experiencing different light environments. This presents a further similarity between Sebastes and the cichlid radiations of Africa's rift lakes [40] . Like cichlids, rockfishes appear to diverge in light environment and perhaps colour [17] during speciation, and to undergo adaptive evolution of visual pigment genes along with habitat shifts [41] . In cichlids, detailed studies have demonstrated that speciation involves sensory drive, the integrated divergence of sexual signals and preferences between environments [11] . Although much work remains to identify the detailed mechanisms involved in rockfish speciation, these similarities suggest that Sebastes is a promising system for future studies of the role of both ecological speciation and sensory drive in marine adaptive radiations. 
